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Raising the bar for Automated Meter Reading

Manual meter reading can be slow, inaccurate and costly. Itron’s advanced
Automated Meter Reading (AMR) solutions help your meter reading operations become
safe, efficient and accurate—and much faster than a manual process.
With our Start AMR promotion, you can begin the AMR journey and redefine meter
reading for your organization. The foundation of this promotion is the Temetra Mobile
app, which allows your meter readers to load meter reading assignments via any internet
connection with their smartphone, tablet or laptop running Android, iOS or Windows 10.
Once loaded, the meter reader can collect any combination of manual, probed or radio
reads along with other valuable data—and then send that data back to the Temetra host
application over any internet connection.

Benefits of this promotion
» Efficiency: Read more meters in less
time—and perform off-cycle reads easily
» Customer Satisfaction: Produce timely
bills and eliminate estimated reads
» Customer Service and Safety:
Eliminate the need to access customer
property for readings

Temetra Mobile is coupled with Itron’s industry-leading AMR mobile radios to collect
daily or hourly usage data from Itron’s advanced endpoints and meters. The Temetra
host is a data management system deployed in the cloud, allowing managers and
supervisors to work from home, the office or anywhere with an internet connection using
a web browser. The Temetra web application lets managers and supervisors assign
work and view years of reading history, including daily or hourly usage data. Equipped
with this data, you can take action with both your employees and your customers to
better manage your resources, improve customer service and create safe, accurate,
efficient meter reading operations for your team.

» Cost Effectiveness: Reduce operating
costs through efficient data collection

The combination of Temetra, mobile radios and ERT modules helps you automate
some or all your water meters under one collection system. Itron’s 100W+ Water ERT
modules allow you to collect daily or hourly usage data in mobile mode and the flexibility
to migrate to an AMI network when your business needs evolve without any need to
replace endpoints or strand assets.

» Consumer Empowerment: Provide your
customers timely, accurate usage data
to make informed decisions about their
consumption

» Flexibility: Deploy technology to move
from walk-by to drive-by to an AMI/
networked solution as needs change

The Start AMR promotion is a bundled solution with everything you need to start your
journey, including: Itron ERT modules, mobile hardware and software.

Partnering for a more resourceful world

PROMOTION BUNDLES
Temetra Walk-by Plus with
Itron Mobile Radio
The Temetra Walk-by Plus bundle
includes Itron’s 100W+ Water ERT
modules, a Honeywell CN80 handheld,
an Itron Mobile Radio and the Temetra
Walk-by Plus package (set up and first year
subscription).
» The Itron Mobile Radio enables wireless
communication between the handheld
device and ERT modules/meters.
» The Honeywell ultra-rugged CN80
handheld controls the Itron Mobile Radio
via a Bluetooth connection and includes
a tactile numeric keyboard if manual data
entry is still needed.
As your meter reading requirements evolve,
so does Temetra, easily allowing you to
expand from manual data entry and walkby AMR to fully automated drive-by AMR.
Temetra Drive-by with Mobile Collector
The Temetra Drive-by bundle includes
Itron’s 100W+ Water ERT modules, a
ruggedized Panasonic Windows tablet,
an Itron Mobile Radio, a Mobile Collector
4 Core vehicle-mounted radio and the
Temetra Drive-by package (set up and first
year subscription).
» The Panasonic tablet can be used in
drive-by mode with the MC4Core radio
or undocked from the vehicle and used
in a walking mode for manual data
collection or walk-by AMR with the Itron
Mobile Radio.

» The Itron MC4Core radio continuously
collects meter data information wirelessly
and uploads it to the tablet using a USB
connection.
The Temetra solution with MC4Core
enables drive-by AMR, the lowest cost
method for meter data collection.
100W+ Water ERT Module: Included in
All Bundles
The 100W+ Water ERT modules
offer two-way communications, time
synchronized data, and the storage of 40

days of hourly usage data providing the
advanced functionality desired by utilities
combined with Itron’s proven product
reliability and low total cost of ownership.
With one endpoint, water providers now
have the flexibility to collect meter data in
a mobile or fixed network environment.
This multi-mode capability sets apart
ChoiceConnect™ from competing
solutions. Additionally, the 100W+ ERT
modules are compatible with water meters
from all leading manufacturers.

PROMOTION PRICING
AND AVAILABILITY
This promotion expires on December
31, 2021. Promotion options are subject
to change and based on availability. For
pricing information or to order your Start
AMR promo package, please contact
your Itron Engage sales channel partner.
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